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Abstract: The growth of IoT in the real life is increasing very rapidly in areas like smart cities, IT, manufacturing 
industries and health monitoring. While data are sensing from IoT devices which are uncertain and unstructured 
format. Data is generated very rapidly and very huge data needs to be processed everyday to derive some output by 
using various data mining technique. Data mining technique is one of the important steps in Knowledge Discovery 
from Data (KDD). Traditionally, knowledge is extracted manually and so it was extremely costly, time consuming  
and error in data occurred. At present, certain Data Mining(DM) techniques like clustering, association rule, outlier 
detection are revolving in the researchers and industry community. Applying the DM technique along with challenges 
like data accuracy, uncertainty, massive data, overhead of storage and communication on IoT, lot of issues will 
occured. Knowledge discovered as pattern value from data mining technique, processing, transformation, cleaning 
are  applied in huge database which are used by IoT sensor device for storing data. This paper reviewed KDD with 
various applications like neural network, air pollution and spatial data mining. Also this paper focuses data mining 
with IoT, its challenges and need of optimization in different real time application.
Keywords: IoT, KDD, Data Mining, Hadoop.

1. INTRODUCTION
It is expected to grow exponentially from billion to trillion devices connected with each other by Internet of 
things in the year 2020. The internet has changed drastically and moving towards a new era from professional 
to personal life. It has a smart device like RFID which sense intelligently, tracking location, monitoring as 
a dynamic network. The RFID is a device which communicates with a tag by unique address identifi cation 
scheme suggested by [1]. Not only machine to machine or device to smart device communicated, but also 
machine to human or vehicle to vehicle communication is made possible in Internet of Things[2].

There are three visions in the Internet of Things which are internet oriented vision, semantic oriented 
vision and things oriented vision works, defi ned by [3]. Various applications are mentioned in different domains 
such as smart environment domain, transport domain, healthcare domain and personal domain. IPv4 is a 32 
bit address which majorly used for computer network and IPv6 is a 128 bit address used for recent mobile 
computing and the same is used in IoT as it has huge addressing space. 
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Many growing industries like IBM, which are working with IoT technologies for analytic or managing 
their huge real time data. By using IoT, in the next future, smart world with smart cities, smart industries with 
smart devices, are expected. These IoT’s intelligently handle huge data, uses low power and lower internet 
utilization cost. There are some challenging issues in IoT such as Data Management, Unique Addressing, 
Security and Privacy, Power and energy storage and Network Management by [4].

2. RELATED WORK

2.1. Knowledge Discovery
Huge amount of abundance data are available in the network and which is unnoticed. It needs some data 
analysis tool for analyzing that data, because a real time data available in database are in poor situation. 
Large amount of data are generated from sensor device and available in database. Traditionally, knowledge 
is extracted manually and so it was extremely costly, time consuming and error in data occurred and this was 
proposed by [5]. Although the rich data are stored and extracted valuable knowledge data for fast growing 
and trying to access extracted knowledgeable data from huge database by the knowledge discovery from data 
steps i.e. knowledge mining.
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Figure 1: Flow of process in the IoT based knowledge discovery
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KDD process having number of steps such as Data cleaning, Data Integration, Data Selection, Data 
Transformation, Data Mining, Pattern evaluation and Knowledge representation. In Fig. 1. described step by step 
process, by sensor device data are sensing then store into database which are unstructured style that managed 
by database management system. For processing the unstructured or uncertain data, data mining techniques are 
applied. The data mining techniques are like clustering, association rule, outlier detection, classifi cation etc. 
For generating knowledgeable data optimization tool is used like MapReduce which is used to produce optimal 
pattern information [6][7].

 Different fi elds are mentioned in KDD which are applied with IoT like neural network, spatial data 
mining, air pollution, health monitoring, IT industry etc. as shown in Fig. 2. Each application having its own 
functionality to discover knowledge from real time huge database.
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Figure 2: KDD in various fi eld of IoT

2.2. Neural Network
[7] suggested a system for retrieving new knowledge information according to prior knowledge. As all the 
information are not useful which mined by data mining technique. So, for improving the access frequency of 
relevant data from database, author proposed cognitive map. By using KBNMiner in cognitive map, knowledge 
rate is predicted and system having functionality like prior knowledge keyword which used to predict relevant 
keyword and check with the keyword set. After that, prediction of positive interest is made by using this   
Ekt = Pkt/ (Pkt + Nkt) having 0.5 rate which was predicted as highest interest over negative interest. While 
comparing previous system with this technique, the value 0.527 is obtained as average error which was maximum 
error in knowledge. In this proposed system author has compared two vector matrix for predicting error. One 
matrix having knowledge without neural network N1 and other matrix having knowledge with neural network 
N2. So the maximum error free is achieved in second matrix N2.

2.3. Spatial Data Mining
[8] Proposed spatial data mining which plays vital role for smart earth for low population, low environment 
impact and low power consumption. By proposed architecture data retrieve from earth in the form of map, 
pixel, image, text, audio then through acquisition and analysis equipment stored into spatial database. Then the 
refi ned unknown data from database is converted into information. Then, collected information is processed 
for knowledge data by data mining technique like crisp rule and which extends into intelligent pattern. This 
proposed technology is applied for improving the relationship between nature and human.

2.4. Air pollution Monitoring
[9] Proposed that IoT introduced the large number of heterogeneous data managed for different application like 
environment monitoring, air pollution by using service controlled networking tool. In proposed system SCN 
layer describes description between services and application. When user request any application, it should be 
decided about what service provided to map by message exchange (h_mep), service discovery(h_dscv) and 
service status function(h_stat).Whether requested service is available or usable, accordingly it is  formalized 
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using So(h_mep, h_stat, h_dsev, q) = {m/m = h_mep(S1….Sn), Si  S}, service discovery function S = h_dscv(q). 
Selecting the services satisfying the status h_stat(s) = TRUE. Then fi nally messages are exchanged between 
services and application. STICKER presented knowledge discovery and information enable the physical sensor 
data (PM 2.5) with social sensor data and generate relationship for forming systematic solution for managing 
sensor big data and extract valuable information. According to case study by author, in 2013 at Japan heavy air 
pollution occured due to traffi c jam. So the solution is to identify by defi ning different colour and cross checking 
each other according to sensor and service.

2.5. Health Monitoring
[10] Proposed for health lifestyle, for monitoring patient, in this model knowledge acquisition is used for 
identifying the device, machine and all the people connect with that device. The data model used to provide 
the facilities of knowledge mining from ubiquitous computing environment. After analysis by data mining 
technique simplifi ed knowledge is derived and it makes as a scalable solution. The data model located in patient 
home and another model is located to medical purpose at medical centre. Prior system did not support for 
function like medical error, remote device managing. So by using YOAPY tool in the data model, it reduces 
limitation of overhead in medical error. It is aggregated domain knowledge from raw data and compression 
technique applied on them. While using wearable device in patient body for measuring ECG, time series is used 
in raw data. Then the time series interval A is divided into sub signal B. By this proposed tool YOAPY get 300 
samples/sec and which is more accurate data according to previous model.

2.6. Manufacturing Industry
[11] author proposed for manufacturing process in industry due to impact of environment, knowledge discovery 
is used for energy effi cient and quality issue at management and supply chain. Not all the data is useful for data 
mining, so KDD is applied to fi nd valuable pattern from dataset. In manufacturing industry, devices are operated 
by RFID, and then data is gathered into database and check whether it is fi eld related data or decision making 
data. After storing data, KDD method is applied on it. Then get the knowledge able planning of manufacturing 
process and move to micro grid power planning system. Hence, optimization process is generated from services 
and this optimization can be applied in real time application. The impact of environment is less as well as energy 
management in power supply chain also is effi cient by using Micro grid planning. In previous method, it does 
not reply unexpected conditions which occur in industry, but by using micro grid technique replying quickly 
for unexpected condition is observed. So KDD technique is useful to make signifi cant contribution, supervision 
and planning for power system to make easier life for power companies.

2.7.  IT Industry
[12] Suggested a method called context aware sensor middleware (CASCOM), to provide semantic knowledge 
with accuracy, reliability, cost over raw sensor data. Design the IoT middleware for non IT and IT expert. It 
support IoT algorithm which is very diffi cult to understand by Non IT expert. CASCOM is semantic model, 
which means if new sensor added in model then also it will not affect on algorithm. Proposed model work like 
device sensing at physical layer, then context or semantic discovered from semantic layer, later processing the 
semantic knowledge and retrieve context knowledge by primary context processor. After data dispatcher or 
publisher send the data in the form of knowledge, send to database or analytic multimodal or cloud database. 

Finally non IT expert retrieve knowledge from database. According to result by proposed model amount of 
time required is less than 200 Seconds. It takes 1GB data to model and store 100,000 IoT resource descriptions. 
As without CASCOM model user do not know how to retrieve data from database? Which sensor used for 
retrieves data and don’t know how to confi gure? This problem can be overcome by IoT middleware. By using 
this model select question like temperature sensor detect by air stress and request the possible answer by clicking 
the search task. Searching query can return result in less than 1.53 sec. It is feasible to use real world application. 
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2.7.1. Data Mining
Data mining is the concept refers to mine an interesting pattern and discover knowledge from large amount of 
data. There are diversifi ed varieties of data which is applied for data mining like data stream, ordered sequence, 
graph, spatial data, text data and multimedia data. Those data which are discovered might be structured data or 
unstructured data. For processing discovered data, there are different techniques like classifi cation, clustering, 
outlier analysis.

[13] Discussed about unpredictable item from raw database. As Association rule won’t support for fi nding 
minimum support based on Apriori algorithm, the rare association rule will predict the support properly and get 
the valuable knowledge. Accuracy, qualities are the main issues which are maintained by PCKA method which 
confi gure between relevant and non relevant data. Hence, many method like K-mean, Fuzzy c-mean clustering 
Technique are used to fi nd relevant and non-relevant data, which was discussed by [14].

2.7.2. Data Mining with IoT
IoT is a concept where large number of device is interconnected with each other. The device as object or things 
depends on purpose of application. It samples the data continuously from different location where objects are 
identifi ed uniquely based on RFID tag. There are many applications where sensing devices are used in different 
arena such as building, vehicle, health, automation. So that sensing raw data are in massive and this is generated 
from different location and this was discussed by [15].

That massive data are produced automatically from real time application so need to mine it and get the 
valuable knowledge by different technique of data mining algorithm, it may be clustering or classifi cation, etc 
depend on the application. Though smart objects are used to sense data for different service like manufacture 
industries, environment monitoring, and health monitoring, event detection. This was discussed by [16].

 IOT is expected to generate large amount of data from diverse locations that is aggregated at very high 
velocity. It demands better methods for indexing, storing and processing such data which in turn requires 
developing a technique that converts this data into a knowledge based defi ned by [17].

Number of layers mentioned for extracting knowledge by [18] like sensing layer for sense the data, data 
management layer for managing the data and data mining layer for valuable knowledge data. There are some 
characteristic of big data in IoT like Multisource, heterogeneity, huge scale, uncertainty.

3. RESEARCH ISSUES IN DATA MINING WITH IOT
Many challenging issues are discussed by researcher in data mining with IoT like data quality, uncertainity of 
data, inaccuracy of data, frequently updated time stamped structure and massive real time data observed by 
author [19].

3.1. Data quality
[20] Represented outlier detection technique used for error detection, using data mining technique to make 
smart decision and provides services for overcoming inaccurate and invisible information. Data cleaning and 
outlier detection are used for purifying data and provide quality data. Outlier detection improves the quality 
of data as data are in unorganized manner in database. Consider 0 & 1 outlier degree. 0 outlier means normal 
measurement and if more than 0 means anomalies are present and need to remove it. 

Through one of the example explained by author that e-health system having outlier detection detect 
anomalies properly instead of other technique because there is no chance to fi nd error in patient treatment 
otherwise small error spoil life. So, data cleaning technique can be used with outlier detection for detecting error 
with 100% accuracy and get quality data.
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[21] Proposed that huge number of sensor devices like RFID is deployed in IoT. The data generated 
from sensors are mined with the data mining technique like clustering. K-mean is techniques which represent 
centroid value and defi ne the distance between all object. In, proposed implementation system outlier technique 
used for increasing the effi ciency of data. By using k-mean technique we can fi nd out distance with Euclidean 
distance for centroid data and it can be classifi ed properly. The proposed architecture like link smart middleware 
architecture uses the upper layer so remaining layer data get fi ltered. By using McQueen algorithm in K-mean 
method, which is based on clustering of IoT and big data are used to process the large database in less computation 
time. Outlier detection used in network for converging traffi c in IoT, reduces overhead to analyze raw data and 
scalability when number of client increases.

3.2. Uncertainty of data
[22] Discussed about one of the challenging issues i.e. uncertainty. Author proposed data mining rule called 
Mining high utility item set to overcome the uncertainty. For example user playing song track depends on the 
maximum interest and it means, the value of utility is high. There are heterogeneous massive data collected in 
the form of uncertain data proposed by Chui et al(2007). Generally one item is considered in one transaction, 
which defi nes random variable and ignore utility of each item. So this is the main problem in MHUI (Mining 
High Utility Itemset) over uncertain database. Hence, to overcome this problem, by using UHUI (Uncertain 
High Utility Itemset) Apriori data mining algorithm, the knowledgeable itemset is obtained. According to 
experimental result, high probability in itemset gets minimum utility count as 11.05. The downward closure 
rule kept in UHUI Apriori algorithm for overcoming the uncertainty. Formula are given to reduce the search 
space TWU(X)=  

1
X   = Td  Td  D Tu(Td), hence maximum support count calculated as (44.2x25%) = 11.05. 

This proposed algorithm provided better performance than direct traversal run time.

3.3. Inaccuracy of data
[23] According to author traditional Apriori algorithm works only in single dimension for valuable information. 
In array based Apriori algorithm it having many diffi culties like calculating itemset in which only one scan is 
done instead of scanning entire database. So it can improve the performance in speech of search. But it is having 
defects on unnecessary connection of operation. Array based Apriori algorithm scan only one database, it is 
considered binary association rule. Each transaction is divided into blocks and stored into stack. Traditionally K 
item set connect with next item set K + 1 repeatedly upto K – 1. So, this is used to reduce the connection setup 
but the data received was inaccurate.

After analyzing the customer attribute it ensures the clean data for improving the quality of data and 
removes the data which is inaccurate. So, for fi nding the accuracy, from the example like insurance company 
which is having many itemset and are not duplicate? After dividing into two group {c1, c2, c3}, {c4, c5, c6} 
fi nd the minimum support degree. In this proposed algorithm array are initialized and shows the total number 
of “1” in the row. If the number of “1” appears less than 2 times then do delete the frequent set. As the result 
of array Apriori algorithm, it defi nes connection process and assigned ascending order to make less number of 
candidate itemset and increase data. Apriori algorithm used for segmentation and it fi nds the most relevant item 
set and deletes non relevant item set. 

3.4. Frequently updated time stamped structure
[24] Proposed distributed data mining over centralized data mining technique. Existing technique having 3 
layers such as data processing, data gathering and data mining in centralized system. It was very diffi cult to fi nd 
frequently used data from huge amount of data. In distributed model, data gathering is done by fog node, data 
processing by mining technique. Data mining is divided into functional block according to cluch rosser theorem 
dma = fnofn – 1 o fi o….of 1 = fn(d, fn – 1(d,….fi  (d, …f1(d, nil))).
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 Proposed actor model in distributed computational platform solve computation closer to the data problem. 
This problem occurs in centralized model. Actor will work at every layer as fog node or data processing layer, so 
clustering is used for processing. K-mean = fi nd cluster o int cluster, where, fi nd for defi ning centroid only and int 
is centriod by random value. By experimental result it describes azure for fi nding out the execution time more in 
centralized than distributed. The execution time is faster than centralized because in centralized no need to store 
but distributed model is used to decrease network traffi c on internet. The functional block mapped into actor for 
analysis, the computing to the network layer of IoT with clustering in smart home, classifi cation for checking the 
routing path of driver, frequent pattern depend on behaviour between agent and customer. In this system, tools 
like azure Microsoft, apache mahout are used for implementation at different layers in architecture for IoT.

3.5. Massive real time data 
[25] Proposed Traditional database to maintain large frequent itemset into main memory which was not fi tting 
properly. So, by using MapReduce method it divided into level wise breadth fi rst searching algorithm called 
as Apriori algorithm. While searching predict whether the item set is present for shopping cart using Apriori 
algorithm, then observed whether it was less effi cient in execution time and memory requirement or not. In 
shopping cart application, it consists two algorithm which is dist éclat and Big FIM for overcoming this problem. 
This technique does not use recursion for generating frequency itemset, hence it takes less time to execute path 
between itemset. Dist Eclat works by 3 steps a)fi nding the frequent itemset b)K-FI generation. c) sub 
tree mining. Dist Eclat increase the processing speed based on time by K-FI with apriori algorithm and mined 
frequent itemset. Big FIM focus on mining from large database into mapper. 

[26] Proposed that Internet is very crucial for every human in society from teenager to parents. Most of the 
time they spend with internet and for new generation of parents it is very important to take care the behaviours of 
teenager while using internet because they teenagers lack in making appropriate decision. By using data mining 
technique, association rule is used between new generation parents and behaviour of teenager. Association rule 
is applied for parents and k-mean, clustering, DBSCAN rule for teenager behaviour. Making cluster for parents 
and teenager after applying association rule to fi nd out parental effect on the behaviour of teenager by using 
Apriori algorithm. Hence, as result of k-mean clustering it shows the best performance to fi nd the use of internet 
by teenager.

4. OPTIMIZATION IN IOT
Real time data is stored day by day through Internet of Thing with continuous and noisy data. Data management 
is broad area in intranet as well as in Internet of Things. So it is necessary to reduce communication overhead 
and storage in architecture of data management. Data is managed between machine to machine, object to object, 
machine to object, human to machine. Data’s are managed like storing, querying, processing in centralized 
database as offl ine method. But, in Internet of Thing data is managed by storing, retrieving, querying as online 
and offl ine as suggested by [27]. 

In IoT objects are in heterogeneous and no matter how end points are involved for scalability. For analysis 
unstructured data classifi cation and indexing method will apply to get fl exibility and scalability. Analysis is 
required to deliver right data in proper place with accurate prediction. After applying analysis method knowledge 
data is sent to centralized database and then applying MapReduce for less storage space as well as optimized 
communication overhead proposed by [28]. 

Nowadays big data used as a fast data processing for large scale industries. So for processing and managing 
large database, MapReduce gives effi cient solution in Internet of Things than the traditional database.

Hadoop is used for implementing MapReduce and distributed fi le system. The MapReduce is used for 
distributed fi le system and run into large cluster environment. It is considered as two phase map and reduce for 
processing and each phase having key value for input and output. The MapReduce is enabled with Application 
Programming Interface for using their functionalities as implied by [29].
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[30] signifi ed few things, In traditional database it has problem for storing massive volume of data. It 
is not possible to monitor periodically, so communication overhead and storage data are huge constraint in 
database for this reason power effi ciency also not improved. So, green IoT provide the solution to divide the 
life cycle into two parts such as front layer and back layer. Communication analysis happened in the front layer 
and storage data kept in the back layer. Due to monitoring huge database in IoT, power consumption is a major 
problem. Hence, duty cycle control method is used for optimizing power .

[31] proposed the concept of edge mining and it indicates that the data mining techniques are applied 
on raw information and  relevant information are obtained. In edge mining, its defi nes state link sense, sleep, 
transmit event detector and state estimator for optimizing energy. The communication overhead also reduced by 
using prediction method like STP, Linear STP.

[32] Tipped off about Millions of massive data are collected per week and queries are deployed for 
analyzing and tracking the data. So effi ciency and performance is the challenging issue due to sensor data stored 
in database. Generated delay response for massive data and its effect on application makes the system to fail. 
Hence Sea cloud database used to reduce the data overhead and manage the data in cloud. RDB-KV is defi ned 
as data type for representing data. But this technique is not helpful to manage huge data for spatial data.

[26] Defi ned that smart cities compromises smart building planning, mobility, technology for citizen 
and more. WiFi plays important role for that. Everyday large amount of data used for business purpose and 
managing it is a main constraint, so big data is used with three steps velocity, volume and variety. It is diffi cult 
to store data in fi xed amount of time so MapReduce technique used for processing huge data with pair of values 
by providing different architecture. Also, solved security constraint.

[18] In traditionally monitoring centre produce predictive analysis in the descriptive form for patient and 
it was too slow for urgent basis treatment like heart attack. In IoT, Mobile health system is used for predicting 
personal life expectation as well as health status. mHealth is having inference system model to predict accurate 
information with the help of big data and cloud. All the personal and health information of each patient gathered 
is a huge data, generated by wearing device like WBAN. Predictive analysis used with the concept of Bayes rule 
to update the probability of accuracy and it predicts past and future diagnosis, so patient take immediate action 
on that. By using Bayes rule with Big data we can overcome overhead of large data, frequency of workload is 
reduced and optimized intelligent data is produced.

[30] alluded that, In previous methods, it was very diffi cult to manage huge data for IT industry, automotive 
industry, manufacture industry in the terms of performance, security and large number of manpower. Data 
stored in database are done by tightly coupled technique. So to overcome this IoT is implemented, in IoT mobile 
device and sensor node communicates intelligently for increasing digitalization. For maintaining the quality in 
huge manufacturing and IT industry, YARN is introduced in Hadoop for ecosystem in environment monitoring 
without user interaction. Day by day huge number of data stored by Hadoop for accurate prediction of data 
and performance in their function by using different tool in vehicle manufacturing industry, vehicle to vehicle 
communication, safety warning , traffi c prediction etc.

Application for data mining used with IoT is [33]
1. Smart Cities

2. Health Monitoring

3. Environment Monitoring

4. Manufacturing Industries

5. Military surveillance

6. Disaster Monitor
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In Fig. 3. indicates that IoT works with data mining techniques and KDD process. In IoT, application 
worked in real time application through KDD process. In this process described the sensor device sensed data 
by IoT device then data mining techniques are applied for generating knowledgeable data or pattern from any 
application like Health Monitoring etc. Today, huge number of real time application based on IoT with data 
mining techniques for optimized data.

Internet of Things

Smart City
Environment

Monitor

Disaster
Monitor

Military
Surveillance

Manufacture
Industries

Knowledge Discovery
from Data

Data Mining

Health
Monitor

Figure 3: Representation the application of IoT with Data Mining

5. CONCLUSION
Internet of thing is used in every application and it is implemented by different steps of KDD and gets the 
optimized knowledge by MapReduce technique. Data mining technique is used for many applications like 
social or personal life. There are many methods  like clustering, Apriori algorithm, association rule defi ned for 
increasing  the performance of communication, scalable, fl exibility, low cost and analyze the processing of data. 
Knowledge discover for optimizing power industry, smart cities, manufacturing industry by different tools like 
Hadoop.

MapReduce is done by two steps. First is to map the data and then reduce the huge data with pair of value. 
Some challenging issues are defi ned like uncertainty, inaccuracy, and massive data in data mining which is 
overcome by different algorithm technique. Knowledge discovered as pattern value from data mining technique, 
processing, transforming, cleaning are applied in huge database which are used by IoT sensor devices for 
storing data.

As we know that big data is used for fast processing in large manufacture industry, IT industry, Environment 
monitoring, smart cities for real time application. Hence this large data processed by data mining technique and 
mapper by Hadoop for optimized visible knowledge. In database those data are mined that are not all useful for 
application so only knowledgeable data visible by MapReduce technique.
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